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History essay is an academic project which every student has to complete in the light of factual
information if he is assigned by his teacher. History essays demand firm arguments from your side
surrounding history essay topics. History essay writing needs proper planning and this is why you
have to go through a sequence of steps for writing history essays that can lead you to ultimate
peaks of success. Here are the steps that you should follow to plan and create winning history
essays:   

Step 1: Getting Started

You have to methodically go through the theme that you have been assigned to write your history
essay by learning about the matters associated with your topic. It will lead you to generate some
questions that you have to answer in the course of your oral history essay assignment. You should
not hesitate to argue the assigned topic with your instructor as it will give you a better understanding
about historical issue related with your history essay theme.

Step 2: Research Process

Gathering primary data requires a lot of research work. First off, you have to understand the primary
source which is going to work for your history topic and then, you have to conduct the primary
research to get dependable answers to the questions that you are looking for. Secondary research
will give you some ideas about your history essay topic aswell.

Step 3: Organizing the Gathered Data  

Now the next step is to organize the collected data. For this; first, you should raise an arguable
thesis statement for your history essay to backup your perspective later in the essay. You should
also give a theme sentence to support your thesis.

The body of your paragraph should be ordered according to the questions that you want to answer
all the way through your essay. If you answer 3 questions; then your body should consist of 3
paragraphs.

Last of all, you should sum up your viewpoint in 2 or3 sentences to give a persuasive conclusion
about your essay topic.

Concisely, following the preceding steps would help you to plan and form winning academic history
essays.
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